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HAYAT is an organization co-founded by two 

Educator’s which aims at building a better India by 

providing high quality Education to the budding XI 

and XII science students of our country. The vision 

of the organization is to improve the quality of 

Education in our country.

This vision derives itself from the belief that 

Education has the power to transform and change a 

person's life and hence the country's future. Our 

expertise lies in Science, Engg. and Medical 

entrance exam coaching and that's where we begin. 

Times have changed and so has the meaning of 

Education. From ancient times when teaching was 

considered a sacred space, to today where it has 

been left just as a business. Most coaching classes 

follow what is called as the “Business Model”. 

However, keeping in mind our experiences both as 

students and as professors we have come up with 

what we call the 

“Student Model”. 

In this model the Student remains as the main focus 

in everything we do. 

Right from our teaching methodology to our 

administration and infrastructure, everything is 

decided keeping the student in mind. 

We believe that the choice you, as a Parent make today 

at this crucial juncture of your child's life is what will 

determine his performance not just at the CBSE,ICSE, 

State boards and the entrances but for the rest of his 

career. These two years - Std. XI & XII, would set the 

foundation for all their future courses and thus it is 

important that they learn in the right way. As your 

child moves into this most crucial leg of his/her 

academic career, it is important for him/her to obtain 

the right guidance  and mentorship. 

And this is what we at Hayat provide our students. This 

is what our Student Model is all about. 

HAYAT To IMPLEMENT the student Model

To PROVIDE the best teaching to the students 

To EDUCATE future professionals who will shine

ABOUT US

was 
born....

“The secret in education 

lies in respecting 

the Student.”



Dear Students,

You have enrolled yourself with ‘Hayat’ for the preparation of various IIT-

JEE/Engg. & Medical entrance examinations. We join you in your noble 

choice & promise to help you in your endeavor for the achievement of your 

goal. Remember in any scheme of fruitful attempt for the competitive 

examinations, the dynamic organization of various inputs from faculty to 

facts, from material to methodology, from motivation to maverick 

adventurism, from subtle hammering to satiation cannot be ignored.

DIRECTOR MESSAGE

Today, we recognize that complex problem solving skills are not automatically acquired. They must be taught. 

And since modern competitive education stresses the generalized carry-over of processes rather facts in 

learning, attention is increasingly being focused upon the development of good study (learning) procedure by 

the students. We at the ‘Hayat’ are aware of the potential value of testing as a means of guiding the student into 

correct study habits. The in built highly proficient system of examinations developed by ‘Hayat’ has proved to 

be very potent.

            

In the end, I assure you that ‘Hayat’ will continue to identify the efficacious & potential strength in you & help 

as best the flowering of dormant genius in you. 

Competitively Yours,

     Er. Tosif Alam 

To remain focused on the needs 

of our stu
dents. 

T
o be accountable for our 

actions and inactions. 

To rem
ain responsive to change &

 

incorporate w
ays to im

prove. 

To have the courage to change the 

course when needed. 

OUR CORE 

VALUES

“Our vision is to become a leading 
education service provider company 

and to accomplish this, we are 
contributing to our country 

through excellence in 
Pre-Engineering & Pre-Medical 

Entrance Examinations.” 

MISSION

VISION

“Hayat intends to fill the supply side gap 
in the education sector by providing a 
platform to budding edupreneurs to 
unleash their potential & innovative

 skills while remaining committed to the 
cause of development of human potential.”

“Being different is one of the most beautiful things on earth”.



QUALIFICATION

AVAILABILITY

“The mediocre

 teacher tells. The 

good teacher 

explains. The

superior teacher 

demonstrates. 

But the great 

teacher inspires.”

The fundamental structure of the Institute is definitely built on a 
highly professional faculty comprising of a perfect blend of 
eminent academicians and proven experts of respective subjects. 
Faculty members, who are working with Hayat Educational 
Services have been selected and appropriately trained to make 
them confident enough for effective teaching. As they start 
teaching, their qualifications and sharp experience provide the 
students with guidance and coaching of unmatched excellence. 
The most complex problems are simplified to the easiest 
grasping level.

At Hayat Educational Services, to offer its students the most 
qualitative learning is not only a commitment but also a 
challenge to be met. The teachers at Hayat Educational Services 
are its real assets. They are the specialists in their subjects. 
Being the real Guru, they feel that success is not the exclusive 
domain of a chosen few; in fact, every student has the potential to 
succeed, and this has to be brought to the forefront through the 
sustained hard work of the student and the appropriate 
guidance.

Our students are excelling largely due to the faculty's unique 
teaching methodology, commitment and dedication. Under their 
guidance, if a student secures below than average marks in the 
tests, the faculty finds out why and plays a role of a mentor and a 
guide to them so that they can improve. All doubts of students 
are cleared and concepts are made crystal clear to them. Regular 
workshops are also held for the teachers to ensure that their 
teaching methods and subject knowledge are always up to the 
mark. Constant updating is required in view of the highly 
competitive environment that the students have to face.

As per the contemporary competitive requirements, the 
founders of Hayat Educational Services prepare our teaching 
programs and faculty development activities. This gives our 
students an extra advantage. The designated faculty members 
take utmost care in designing the study programs, study 
materials and test papers so that the most effective and error-
free material is generated.

Micro-level as well as Macro-level analysis of students' 
performances with regular follow-up are being employed as 
measures to check the performance graph of the students. 
Special attention is paid to the underperforming students. The 
senior faculty conducts counseling and doubt clearing sessions. 
In these sessions, doubts of the students are cleared. In case 
certain topics are not understood by the students, it may be 
taught again

100% committed to Calibrant alone

Round the clock availability for the students

No Generation Gap, Easier to approach

Engineering Graduates/ Post Graduates for India’s Top 

Engineering/Degree Colleges

Trained in Cognitive Science Studies

William Arthur

           Ward 

OUR FACULTY



Normalization Programme :

The students come from different schools, have gone to different classes 

and may also belong to different boards (CBSE, ICSE, State Board etc). As a 

result, it has been observed that the knowledge and understanding level of 

certain basic concepts among the students is highly varied. Once the main 

course begins, the smart students who studied well go ahead but the weak 

students suffer and they are left behind.

To tackle this we begin our course with a 21-day 'Normalization Programme'. This programme will help to 

make the basics strong and consistent across all students irrespective of which school, coaching classes or 

board they came from and also irrespective of how much they knew before. We will ensure that every student 

has understood all the basic concepts clearly and only then will the main course begin. This also makes it 

easier for the professors to teach more difficult concepts on top of a strong foundation.

Keeping our past teaching experiences in mind, we realized that there are some common problems that are 

faced by most students. Thus in order to help the student we implement the following:

The STUDENT is our main FOCUS:

The pace of every 
student is different

Students have 
doubts all the time

Students need time 
for self study

Specific Study Plans

Specially designed by the 
mentors for each student 

according to his or her pace

Doubt Solving Sessions

Held after every chapter and 
test. Special care taken to 
ensure that the concept is 

made clear

Self Study Time

Provisioned within the 
schedule so that the student 
gets sufficient time for self 

study and planning

TEACHING METHODS

PROGRESS TRACKING
We assess each student's capabilities on a regular basis during his/her study 

period with us, and our teaching systems and assessment methodologies ensure 

that each student is striving to be his very best every single day. The assessment 

will not only be shared with the student but will be sent to the parents as well. 

REGULAR 
COUNSELLING

QUARTERLY
REPORTING TO 

PARENTS

PROPER
EVALUATION

PROPER EVALUATION

REGULAR COUNSELLING

QUARTERLY REPORTING
 TO PARENTS

Through personalized mentors   

Specic Study Plans designed for each 

student according to his/her pace  

Auto-generated reports will be sent to the 

Parents by spacial parents login

Parents will be called to the premises 

whenever required 

Professors themselves correct the papers

Evaluation becomes accurate because if the 

Professor who has taught the topic corrects,

he understands well why the student could have 

made a mistake 



Quality study material is provided to enhance the knowledge base and competitive 

skills of students. The material is designed in a way which helps student to 

understand concepts in a better way. Some salient features of material includes 

STUDY MATERIAL 

JEE/Medical requires a very systematic preparation and it tests your fundamentals 

of the subject and your ability to think logically and analytically. It examines your 

basic concepts its logical aspects and your ability to apply fundamentals to multi-

conceptual problems. The teaching methodology at Hayat offers the students a very 

systematically designed curriculum with a stepwise theory teaching and testing the 

learned concepts.

JEE/Medical it becomes very important that you have a proper examination 

temperament and different approach to the subject than most of the other exams. 

The regular tests designed by the senior faculty of Hayat train you to build the 

temperament and the art of facing JEE/Medical. To solve the typical JEE/Medical 

problems you have to think in many dimensions as the process of formation of 

JEE/Medical paper is pretty complex. Similarly the material of Hayat exposes you to 

such multi conceptual problems and the practice problems given by the faculty 

strengthens your understanding and applications of concepts and fundamentals.

Hard work is indispensable for JEE/Medical. If you are intelligent that's good but 

intelligence alone is going to make you succeed in JEE/Medical. The teaching 

methodology of Hayat is so designed that it puts you on such a well planned path that 

it makes you to realise your maximum potential in a very motivating manner.

SYSTEMATIC THEORY

REGULAR TESTING

REGULAR ASSIGNMENTS

TEST PAPER

It is quite necessary that all students advance in the syllabus with full confidence and 

all their doubts are addressed properly and well in time. The teaching method at 

Hayat has the necessary ingredient of regular doubt removal sessions in every class 

for the problems encountered in the practice material and tests.

PRACTICE MATERIAL

The practice material at Hayat is developed by esteemed faculty based on the 

research and experience of many years in the field of JEE/Medical coaching. The 

problems are designed in a systematic and scientific way that enables the students 

to develop a complete understanding. Challenging and elaborative problems are 

arranged in a logical set to understand the subject chapter wise, developing in the 

students a step-by-step excellence for JEE/Medical.

DOUBT REMOVAL SESSIONS



HAYAT COURSES AT A GLANCE
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Regular Classroom Course
Ideal classroom courses for student who is willing to stretch oneself that extra 

step which causes oneself being in the category of ‘Creme de nation’. 

PRE FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

4 Year Classrom Programme focuses on JEE/NEET

Frequency of Classes: 5-6 days a week 

Class Timings:- 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm (Other than Sunday)

Programme Commencement April (Recommended), May & July

MAIN FOUNDATION PROGRAMME

BOOSTER PROGRAMME

3 Year Classrom Programme focuses on JEE/NEET

Frequency of Classes: 5-6 days a week 

Class Timings:- 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm (Other than Sunday)

Programme Commencement April (Recommended), May & July

2 Year Classrom Programme focuses on JEE/NEET

Frequency of Classes: 5-6 days a week 

Class Timings:- Class 1. 3-6 pm  Class 2. 4-7 pm 

Programme Commencement April (Recommended), May & July

MISSION PROGRAMME

1 Year Classrom Programme focuses on JEE/NEET

Frequency of Classes: 5-6 days a week 

Class Timings:- Class 1. 2-5 pm  Class 2. 3-6 pm  Class 3. 4-7 pm

Programme Commencement April (Recommended), May & July

TARGET PROGRAMME

1 Year Special Classrom Programme for JEE/NEET

Frequency of Classes: 5-6 days a week 

Class Timings:- 8:30 am to 1:30 pm

Programme Commencement June (Recommended), July

CRASH COURSE PROGRAMME

40 Days Special Classrom Programme for JEE/NEET

Frequency of Classes: 7 days 

Class Timings:- 9:00 am to 1:00 pm

Sunday Test Timing:

9:00 am – 12:00 pm 

�Sunday Tests (JEE-Main/NEET, 

   JEE-Advanced/AIIMS Pattern) 

�Test Series 

- Board Pattern Tests (On PCM/B each) 

- Tests on JEE-Main/NEET Pattern 

- Tests on JEE-Advanced /AIIMS Pattern

Concept & Application Learning through

Application Mastery through Practice with

Self Progress Evaluation through

�NCERT Books (PCM/B)

�NCERT Exemplar Books (PCM/B)

�Additional Reference Books (PCM/B)

�Graded Assignments 

�Practice Chapter Tests 

�Next Level Assignments 

�Past Yr JEE MAIN/NEET Que. Bank 

�Past Yr JEE-Advanced/AIIMS Que. Bank 

�Prac. Quanta Tests (15 on PCM/B each) 

   JEE-Main/NEET Level 

�Prac. Quanta Tests (15 on PCM/B each) 

   JEE-Advanced/AIIMS Level

If students want to do self study 

at Hayat centre on school 

non-going days, they can. 

Most of the students prefer 

to do so. They study, discuss 

their doubts and perform to Win.

Courses conducted at Hayat have been designed by expert faculites with extensive 

care under perfect guidance of IITians and Academicians. Courses are modified from 

time to time to keep pace with the changing arena of Engineering/Medical Entrance 

Exams.

 Our courses enable the students to build core concept, achieve accuracy, 

speed and develop confidence. The students are motivated to learn and perform at 

their optimum levels. 

COURSES



Hayat strives to develop a system which shall continuously assess the needs and enhance the quality and 

standards of coaching process in Engineering and Medical education as well as for National level 

competitive entrance exams. Our objective is to attract and nurture talent, provide them with best 

opportunities for career advancement and inculcate the spirit of excellence in engineering and medical 

aspirants.

We at Hayat, offer admissions in various Medical, Engineering and Foundations courses in different 

programs like Regular Classroom Program. Admission processes may vary from one course to another 

course. However, we provide admissions through our selection process of Direct Admission and HTSE 

(Hayat Talent Search Exam).

Hayat also offers admission to those students who could not perform well in their board exams and want 

another chance to showcase their potential for medicine or engineering as career. For such students, we 

have a provision of an admission test, where we test the basic knowledge of the student.

 The syllabus of the admission test is different for different courses and can be obtained from the 

information desk at the concerned / applying centre.

The admission test also gives an opportunity to a student to outperform and get scholarship in turn. A 

student, who has qualified our direct admission criteria, can also appear for HTSE in order to avail 

scholarship.

If a student has taken direct admission and paid registration fee, admission fee and 1st installment of the 

tuition fee, then he/she cannot appear in HTSE to avail any scholarship benefit.

A student can appear in the HTSE for a maximum of two chances for seeking admission in a particular 

course.  For details about HTSE log on (www.Hayatacademyrke.co.in)

Technology makes the world go round. We do not only have a firm belief but we also implement it to make 

our processes user friendly for our applicants. The online admission process is convenient and specifically 

created for our non-regular and outstation students. Please refer to the following Steps.

, Candidates log on to the website (www.hayatacademyrke.co.in) check for the stream, Medical 

/Engineering /Foundations and get to the list of courses.

, Select the course and check “Register & Pay”.

, Post selection on Online, an application form shows up. Applicant fills up the form and click “SUBMIT”.

, If online, payment gateway will show up

, Note down order id number and keep future reference

ADMISSION PROCEDURE

HAYAT TALENT SEARCH EXAM (HTSE):

ONLINE ADMISSION:

COURSES FEATURES 
These courses are targeted students who understand the need of an early start to success in school and 

competitive exams. These courses extensively covers both the Medical/Engg and CBSE preparation and 

teachers take great care to initiate the child with basic concepts in Physics, Chemistry and 

Biology/Mathematics and then smoothly transiting to a higher level of problem solving, must have for 

competing in Medical/Engg Entrance. This courses equips the student with a very solid foundation, logical 

analysis and problems solving skills leaving no stone unturned for success. 
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Corporate. Office : HAYAT:- Hemant Hospital lane Near Malviya Chowk, ROORKEE, Ph: 9837889953, 8273939769

Form No

To,

The Managing Director

Hayat Roorkee

Course Applied For

Please Tick (  ) in the relevant box (only one)

Affix your recent 
passport size color 
photograph here.

JEE Main/Adv. NEET/AIIMS

Name of the Candidate:

Father’s/Guardian’s Name:

Name of present School:

Father’s Occupation:

Date of Birth: Gender: Male Female Category:

(GEN/OBC/SC/ST/PH)D D M M Y Y Y Y Please Tick (  ) in the relevant box (only one)

Permanent Residential Address:

State: Pin code:

Mobile (Parent): Mobile Student:

Marks Obtained (%):
(X Board) (XII Board)

Board: CBSE ICSE ISC Any other

Please Tick (  ) in the relevant box (only one)

How did you come to know about Hayat: Newspaper Techer Friends/Relatives Marketing Team Website

Please Tick (  ) in the relevant box (only one)

(Signature of Student)Signature of the Parent/Guardian

PRE 
FOUNDATION

IX + NTSE

MAIN
FOUNDATION 

X + NTSE

BOOSTER 
PROGRAMME

XI +JEE/NEET

MISSION
PROGRAMME

XII +JEE/NEET

TARGET
PROGRAMME

TARGET
PROGRAMME

(Owned By H.E.S Pvt Ltd)

T

JEE Main/Adv.

NEET/AIIMS

CRASH
PROGRAMME

REGISTRATION FORM

Respected Sir,

I want to register in HAYAT, I have read the Terms and Conditions of the institute mentioned in the prospectus and given overleaf. 

I agree to abide by the same. My particulars are given below.

Declaration:

1.  I have read the rules and regulations, I am seeking admission on my own interest and will.

2. The information furnished by me is correct to the best of my knowledge. I understand that in the event of any information found to be incorrect or false, 

    my admission will be cancelled.

3. I agree to abide by the fee refund rules & regulations as mentioned in the enclosed Annexure and will also accept laws & regulation as mentioned from 

    time to time.
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Terms & Conditions

1.  It is for the student himself/herself to see whether he/she is eligible for a particular examination or not. The institute does not 

hold itself responsible if a student’s admission form cannot be forwarded or is rejected by the examining body on any ground 

whatsoever. Such a student cannot claim a refund of the whole or any part of the fee he/she has paid to the institute.

2.  Incomplete form will be rejected, it is compulsory to attach photocopy of marksheet of class X/XII and recent passport size 

photographs to the admission form. The institute reserves the right to use the photograph for publicity in case the student 

secures position/success in med. entrance exams. The student should also staple three recent passport size photographs 

along with the form.

3.  Any change of address should be notied in writing to the ofce within 7 – 10 days.

4.  Any study material given during the classes or otherwise, shall not be given to those students who are absent without prior 

application from the parents. No request/personal appointments in this regards shall be entertained.

5.  Students enrolled with HAYAT have to provide photocopy of admit card of medical entrance exams as soon as they receive 

their admit cards from the examining body before/during test series to be conducted in March, failing which the student shall 

not be allowed to attend free test series and will not be given test papers.

7.  If at any point of time, the Central Govt. further increases GST. (existing GST is 18%) the extra amount of service tax will be 

borne by the students from the date of enforcement of the act by the Govt.

8.  It is compulsory/mandatory to provide mobile no. of the student/father/guardian. The result of tests or any other information 

by the institute will be sent to the student only on mobile no.. Institute shall not be responsible if any information regarding 

result or anything else is not received by the student if he/she has not given his/her Mobile /SMS in the Admission form at the 

time of admission.

9.  If any type of mishap occurs in the premises because of situations beyond control or any natural calamity of any type such as 

earthquake, oods, re, electric short circuit etc., the institute shall not be responsible in any manner whatsoever.

10.  Institute reserves its right to make any alteration in its programs/venue/timing and days of classes without any prior notice 

to anybody. The decision of the Directors will be nal and binding on the students and the parents.

11.  If any student found indulge in any indisciplinary-activity/misbehave/misconduct, institute has right to expel student out. 

No fee claims will be entertained in such case

12.  I have read the terms and conditions of the Institute, various policies of the institute as mentioned in the prospectus and 

promise to abide by same.

, Within 15 days of admission - Deduction of only Rs 5,000 (admission charges)

, Within 30 days of admission - Deduction of 20% of total fee

, Within 60 days of admission - Deduction of 30% of total fee

, Within 90 days of admission - Deduction of 40% of total fee

, Within 120 days of admission-Deduction of 50% of total fee

, If any student leaves the classes/Institute after 120 days from the date of commencement of the classes/course in the Institute 

due to whatsoever reason, then no refund of fee paid & encashed will be made under any circumstances.

REFUND POLICY



Joining “ ” is one of the best decisions I have taken. Here faculties are just Subject specialist HAYAT

and well experienced. Their teaching methodology from fundamental to competition level is just what 

we all need. There is doubt sessions organized for us. Regular tests, extra classes (revision) fulll 

other doubts and missing or misleading concept. 

                                                       Rishab Kumar MBBS Student (G M C Dehradun)

I feel that joining “ ” was the best decision of my life. All the teachers are excellent and  well HAYAT

experienced. They are simple & solver & clear all my doubts which I encounter. There is no 

comparison to study material of  which includes all basic concepts, simple and competitive HAYAT

problems which are required for clearing JEE (Main and Advance). From what I have experienced, it 

is indeed the best institute in every way.

                                                           Maridul Joshi B-Tech Student (IIT Indore)

Decisions you take either favour or devast your future. Decision of choosing  will help in “HAYAT”

framing your future because of its excellent and the best methodology of teaching and examining 

students. Knowledge from teachers and experience from the exams conducted in  will help you HAYAT

in cracking your competitive exam. 

                                                        Harsh Bharti MBBS Student (G M C Haldwani)

You will be able to avail this experience with 100% scholarship through the HTSE’ exam. I am 

enjoying the same, intake of wonderful experience with HAYAT.

Joining ‘  NEET Class’ was one of the greatest &  best Decisions of my life. Here we have been HAYAT

provided with the best faculty. Above all the HAYAT Management & the staffs are very supportive 

and dedicated. They help us, Access us, and provide us with Best support & solutions. The regular 

Tests and their discussion help us a lot.

                                                                                 Akshay Kumar MBBS Student (G M C Srinagar)

Studying at Hayat is a life changing experience. Meeting the hardworking and dedicated faculties has 

been a pleasure. The way they taught and example they gave had made my concept more clear. Highly 

recommended!!! 

                                                          Anurag Saini  Student (GBPUAT Pantnagar)

I think that students get good coaching from best teachers of this best institution. And if the time 

management of students in good they can achieve great heights with the help of the prestigious 

institution, “HAYAT”.

                                                    Riya Chaudhary MBBS Student (G M C Srinagar)  

HAYAT, here the process of giving knowledge to students is great with top qualied and experienced 

faculty, well managed syllabus, lectures and module, along with seminars. weekly test help students to 

know where they lack and on which part they have to work hard. Not only about education  is HAYAT

also concern about the health of students and safety..  also work to reduce the mental .HAYAT

pressure. “HAYAT” is excellent institute.

                                                                                 Mohd Azeem MBBS Student (G M C Dehradun)

Students Says ? About HAYAT
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